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AVOIDABLE PATTERNS IN STRINGS OF SYMBOLS
DWIGHT R. BEAN, ANDRZEJ EHRENFEUCHT AND
GEORGE F. MCNULTY

A word is just a finite string of letters. The word W
avoids the word U provided no substitution instance of U
is a subword of W. W is avoidable if on some finite alphabet there is an infinite collection of words each of which
avoids W. W is A th power-free if W avoids x , where x is
a letter. We develope the theory of those endomorphisms
of free semigroups which preserve A th power-freeness and
employ this theory to investigate &th power-free words.
We go on to prove that every Mh power-free word on n
letters is a subword of a maximal word of the same kind.
Next we examine avoidable words in general and prove
that all words of length at least 2n on an alphabet with n
letters are simultaneously avoidable. We show that on any
finite alphabet the collection of avoidable words is simultaneously avoidable. We provide an effective (recursive)
characterization of avoidability. Finally we show how our
work can be extended to infinite words, to ^-dimensional
arrays, and to circular words. We give an application to
the Burnside problem for semigroups. The present work
is chiefly concerned with certain combinatorial properties
of strings of symbols. As such, it belongs to formal linguistics, to the theory of free semigroups, and to the theory
of partitioned linear orders. While we have taken all of
these points of view in the body of this work, it has proven most convenient to base our exposition on an attitude
between linguistics and free semigroups.
By an alphabet we mean any set, the members of which are
called letters and can be regarded in all subsequent discussions as
indivisible. A word on the alphabet N is a finite string of letters
belonging to JV. For example, if N = {a, b, c, d} then abacd is a
word on N. The empty word is the string with no letters and it
is regarded as a word on every alphabet. Words can be concatenated: whenever U and V are words, the result of concatenating U
and V is expressed by juxtaposition. If U = abacd and V = bdaca,
then UV = abacdbdaca. If W = UV then U is an initial segment
of W and V is a final segment. U is a subword of W provided
W = XUY for some words X and Y. For any word W and any
natural number k, Wk is defined so that
W° is the empty word
Wk+1= WkW.
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The length of the word W, denoted by \W\, is the number of occurrences of letters in W. Hence \abacd\ = 5. The word U is a
substitution instance of the word W provided W = eQex
en_19
where W is a word on the alphabet {eOf el9
, eΛ_i}, and there are
words EQ, Eu
, £ U i such that *7 = EJS^
En_λ with J^ = #,- if

is a substitution of

1

(Let e0 = e2 = x, e1 — y, and Eo = ab = E2 with xc = i?!.)
Concatenation is associative and it is well known that given any
alphabet N, the collection of nonempty words on N under concatenation is one way to represent the semigroup freely generated by JV.
Homomorphisms between free semigroups correlate with substitutions
in a natural way. The map h between {x, y} and {α, 6, c, x} given by
h(x) = ab
h(y) = xc
can be extended (uniquely) to a homomorphism between the semigroups freely generated by {x, y) and {a, b, c, x). As in the last
example of the previous paragraph, under this homomorphism xyx
is carried to abxcab. The semigroup freely generated by N is denoted by J^r. Frequently the only relevant fact about the alphabet
is its cardinality. So if n = \N\ (the cardinality of JV), then we
sometimes write J^n for
DEFINITION 0.0. The word W avoids the word U provided no
subword of W is a substitution instance of U. When ^ and &
are sets of words, we say ^ avoids gf if every member of άf
avoids every member of gf. The word W is avoidable on the n
letter alphabet provided there is an infinite collection J?" of words
on the n letter alphabet which avoids {W}. The collection & is
avoidable on the n letter alphabet if there is an infinite collection
J?" of words on the n letter alphabets which avoids G. The collection gf is avoidable if gf is avoidable on some finite alphabet.
1. Our description of words, alphabets, and concatenation lacks some precision.
Perhaps the most convenient way to remedy this is to axiomatize our intuitive notion
of concatenation. This has been done by Alfred Tarski [28] and Hans Hermes [14];
see Corcoran, Frank, and Maloney [6]. Alternatively the ambiguities involved in our
discussion of words and alphabets can be avoided at the expense of introducing some
simple set theoretic "tricks" and of complicating our notation. Since none of our results depend on such details, we have not found it necessary to do this.
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It is not difficult to see that if x and y are letters, then x and
2
xyx are unavoidable and that x is unavoidable on a two letter
alphabet. While it is not immediately evident that there are any
avoidable words at all, it turns out that for any finite alphabet all
but finitely many words are avoidable (see § 3 below).
k
Among the simplest words are those of the form x where x is
k
a letter. If W avoids x , we say that W is kth power-free; W is
2
3
square-free if W avoids x and it is cube-free if it avoids x . Let
W be a word on the alphabet N. W is a maximal kth power-free
word on N provided W is kth power-free and neither aW nor Wa
is kth power-free for any aeN.
If M is also an alphabet we call a
homomorphism h\^N~^^M fcth power-free provided h(W) is kth
power-free whenever W is fcth power-free.
We conceive a word of type co as a string of letters extending
to the right and arranged like the natural numbers. For example
the decimal representation of π can be regarded as a word of type
ω on the alphabet {•, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. We note the following lemma.
LEMMA 0.1. Let n be a natural number.
The collection gf is
avoidable on n letters iff there is a word W of type ω on an n letter alphabet such that W avoids S/7.

This lemma is an immediate consequence of Kόnig's Infinity
Lemma, since the relation "is an initial subword of" is a wellfounded partial order of the words on n letters.
Words of the same type as the integers could also be considered
here and a statement like Lemma 0.1 would still be true.
ω denotes both the set of all natural numbers and the first infinite cardinal (ordinal); 2ω is the cardinality of the set of real numbers.
In 1906, Axel Thue in [29] established
A. x2 is avoidable on a three letter alphabet, and
B. x3 is avoidable on a two letter alphabet.
Both of these results were independently rediscovered by S. E.
Arshon [2] in 1937 and by Marston Morse and Gustav Hedlund (see
Morse [20] and Morse and Hedlund [21]) around 1940. It is interesting to note that while Thue saw analogies with the theory of
Diophantine equations, the work of Morse and Hedlund was grounded in the investigation of flows on surfaces of negative curvature,
and Arshon's work was done in order to answer a question which
A.Y. Khinchin posed in January 1933. The papers of J. Leech [18],
Hawkins and Mientka [12], Evdokimov [10], Pleasants [25], Justin
[16], Entringer, Jackson, and Schatz [9], and Dekking [7] all provide
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either new proofs of Thue's theorems or extensions of these theorems,
which, however, do not deal directly with avoidable words. On the
other hand all these papers are united by a common use of combinatorial properties of various homomorphisms. Apparently Thue
[30] was the first to make use of such properties in 1912. The
present work is a contribution to this line of investigation. Brown
[4] and Hedlund [13] collect together remarks concerning these developments.
Thue's theorems have found diverse applications. They played
a role of fundamental importance in the solution of the Burnside
conjecture. (See Novikov [23], Novikov and Adjan [24], Adjan [1],
and Britton [3].) V.L. Murskii [22] employed them in the construction of a finitely based undecidable equational theory of semigroups.
Burris ane Nelson [5] use A to show that the lattice of equational
theories satisfying x2 = x* has an interval isomorphic with the lattice
of all equivalence relations on the natural numbers. In the course
of extending the work of Burris and Nelson, J. Jezek [15] proved
the following amazing theorem.
There is an infinite set J^~" of square-free words on three letters
such that J^-iW)
avoids W for all
Our principal concern in § 1 is kth power-free homomorphisms.
We establish the existence of a homomorphism h: Js"ω —• ^ z which
is fcth power-free for all k ^ 2 and a homomorphism g: ^ ω —> ^ 2
which is kth power-free for all k ^ 3. We also prove that there are
2" square-free words of type co on three letters, no two of which
have any common final segments. A similar result holds for cubefree words on two letters.
Section 2 deals with maximal kth power-free words. It is shown
that every kth power-free word on n letters is a subword of a maximal kth power-free word on n letters. We also prove that for all
n, k ^ 2 except n = 2 = k there are infinitely many maximal kth
power-free words on n letters.
Section 3 takes up avoidable sets of words in general. After
establishing that certain sets of words on an infinite alphabet are
avoidable (i.e., avoided on a finite alphabet), we prove that every
word on n letters of length at least 2n is avoidable. The collection
of all avoidable words on an n letter alphabet also turns out to be
an avoidable collection. Finally, an effective characterization of the
notion of avoidable words is presented. The use of endomorphisms
in this section was suggested by the work of Z. Harris in the early
1950's.
Some applications and extensions are collected in § 4. We extend
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the notion of square-freeness from finite linear orders to arbitraryω +
ordinals and to the reals and the rationale. Every ordinal a e (2 )
can be "colored" in a square-free fashion with three colors, whereas
two colors suffice for the reals and for the rationals. Next we discuss how the one dimensional notion of square-freeness might be
extended to w-dimensional arrays. As a result, we show how the
plane can be covered with square tiles of three colors so that no
rectangular pattern is repeated adjacent to itself. After this we
show that if Σ is a set of semigroup equations on k variables where
k
each side of each equation has length at least 2 then some finitely
generated semigroup free with respect to Σ is infinite. Finally, we
consider how to extend the notion of kth power-free words to periodic
words of type ω. This is equivalent to extending the notion to
necklaces of beads of different colors. As a result we find, for example, that there are arbitrarily large "square-free" necklaces using
just beads of three colors.
Despite a period of investigation extending over seventy years
highlighted by diverse motivations and surprising applications, no
well understood coordinated theory has emerged and many problems
remain open. In § 5, we collect some of these problems.
1* Homomorphisms between free semigroups which preserve
square-freeness* Axel Thue was among the first to investigate free
semigroups. The theorem below plays a key role in the present
work. It is a small improvement of Satz 17 in [30]. The proof we
present is essentially Thue's; we include it here since [30] is not
generally available.
THEOREM 1. Let M and N be alphabets and let h be a homomorphίsm from J^M into ^N.
If
( ) h(W) is square-free whenever W is a word on M which is
square-free and of length no greater than three, and
(1) a = b whenever a, be M with h(a) a subword of h(b), then
h(U) is square-free whenever U is a square-free word on M.

Proof. Suppose h is a homomorphism fulfilling conditions (0)
and (1).
Claim.

If α, β0, el9

* , en e M and h(eQex

en) = Xh(a) Y for some

(possibly empty) words X and Y on N, then a = ejf h(e0
and h(ej+1
en) = Y for some j = 0, 1,
, n.

e ,•__}) — X,

Proof of claim. It does no harm to suppose n ^ 1. From condition (1) we know that h(a) is a subword of h(eόej+^ for some
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j = 0,
, n — 1. Suppose the claim fails. Then h(e3) — AB, h(a) =
BC, and h(ej+1) — CD for some words A, B, C and D on N where B
and C are nonempty. This means that neither h(aeda) nor h(aed+1a)
is square-free. According to condition (0)α = es = ej+1 and hence
h(a) = AB = 5C = CD. Therefore A and C are words of the same
length and moreover B = Zλ That is Λ(α) = £C = C£. Without
loss of generality we can say that C = BE for some possibly empty
word E. But then h(a) = BC = J32?2£, in violation of condition (0).
So the claim must hold.
Now suppose U is a word on M but h(U) = XYYZ where X,
Y, and Z are words on N with F nonempty. We will prove that
U is not square-free.
Let U = eQex - en, wiht EQ = Λ(β0), 2?! =
, E = λ(ej
By shortening [7 if necessary we can let 2?0=
and J&n = El where ΐ70" and El are nonempty and Γ Γ =
EΌ'Ei. - - Eί. By condition (0) we know n ^ 3. By condition (1) Γ
is not a sub word of either j£" or JE?». SO there is j with 0 < j < w
and J&^ = E}E" with J5/' nonempty and
Y = EΌ'Ej ••- E;
Y - E}Έi+ί

--El.

Now by the claim E'o' = E\\ E'ά = El, n = 2j and Et = Ej+i for all i
with 0 < i < j . But then h{eQeόen) = -E^By-B* = XE^E^E^Z
which is
not square-free. By condition (0) either eQ = e5- or e^ = βΛ. Say
e0 = ejf the other case being similar. Therefore Et = Ej+i for all
i < j . On the basis of condition (0) it is easy to establish that h is
one-to-one on M. Hence et — ej+i for all i < j . This means that U
is not square-free. (In fact U = eQe1
^ _ieoei * * βi-Ai ) So the
proof of the theorem is complete.
Theorem 1.0 furnishes an easily applicable sufficient condition
that will allow us to construct square-free homomorphisms. This is
so because a homomorphism between free semigroups is uniquely
determined by its behavior at the generators. Moreover any map
from M into ^ N can be (uniquely) extended to a homomorphism
from ^M into ^ N . If M is a finite alphabet, then the hypothesis of
the theorem requires checking finitely many cases. For example, if
M = {α, 6, c} then to check condition (0) one need only verify that
the images of the twelve words
aba bab cab
abc bac cac
aca bca cba
acb bcb cbc
are square-free.

Establishing condition (1) is easier.
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1.1. (A. Thue [30]) The maps h:^->^l

—> J^l determined

and

by h(a)
h(b)
h(c)
g(a)
g(b)
g(b)
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and g:

= abcab
= acabcb
= acbcacb
= abacb
= abcbac
= abcacbc

are both square-free.

Notice that both h and g map the letters to words of length
5, 6, and 7. Aside from trivial maps obtained by renaming the
letters, these two maps which Thue found in 1912 are the simplest
square-free maps which do not take some letter to a word of length
at least eight. In fact, every other nontrivial square-free map from
J?l into ^l that does not require a word of length eight or more
can be obtained from Thue's maps by renaming the letters and/or
reversing the words. For example,
a
b
c

> cbacb
> cacbab
> cabacab

induces a square-free map.
COROLLARY 1.2. (A. Thue [29]) The word xx is avoidable on a
three letter alphabet.

Proof. The word a is square-free. {hn(a):neω}
Corollary 1.1, where h is the map described there.

avoids xx by

J. Leech in [18] and P. A. B. Pleasants [25] also established
Corollary 1.2 by similar arguments. In each case, a particular
homomorphism is shown to be square-free. In fact, Pleasants uses
the same map h that Thue used, while Leech employs the more
symmetrical
a
b
c

> abcbacbcabcba
> bcacbacabcacb
> cabacbabcabac .

Both Leech and Pleasants were not aware of Thue's work.
Corollary 1.1 establishes the existence of a nontrivial square-free
endomorphism of JK>. Square-free endomorphisms on ^nf
where
n > 3, are easier to construct. For example, the endomorphism of
induced by
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a
6
c
d

——> abdba
——> bcacb
——»cdbdc
——> dacad

is easily seen to be square-free and to enjoy symmetry properties
similar to Leech's endomorphism of
COROLLARY

1.3.

There is a square-free homomorphism from

into
Proof. By Theorem 1.0, the homomorphism induced by
a
b
c
d
e

> abed
> abdc
> acbd
> abed
> adbe

is easily seen to be square-free.
COROLLARY

^

ω

1.4. There is a square-free homomorphism from

into ^ 7 .

Proof. Let α0, alf a2,
be a nonrepetitive listing of the denumerable alphabet (so ^ ω is the semigroup freely generated by
{(V.ieα)}). By Corollary 1.1 there are infinitely many square-free
words on {α, b, c). Let W09WuW2f
be a nonrepetitive list of them.
The map induced by
at

>dWieWi

for all

ieω

is square-free according to Theorem 1.0.
COROLLARY

1.5. There is a square-free homomorphism from

j ^ 4 into J^z.
Proof. The endomorphism of J^ induced by
a
b
c
d

> babebd
> baeabd
> beacbd
> bebabd

is square-free. Call it /. Let h denote the extension of h°h (where
h is defined in Corollary 1.1) by
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> abcabacabcbacabacbabcabacabcb .

Then h ° / is a square-free homomorphism from ^ into
The image of a is
abcabacbcacbabcabacabcbacbcacbacabcbabcabacabcbacbcacbabcabacabcbabc
abacbbacabcbacacbacacbcacbacabcbabcabacbcacbacabcbacbcacbabcabacbcac
bacabcbabcabacbcacbabcabacabcbacbcacbacabcbabcabacabcbacabacbabcaba
cabcb
The image of a has length 209.
The image of b is
abcabacbcacbabcabacabcbacbcacbacabcbabcabacabcbacbcacbabcabacabcbabc
abacbcacbacabcbacbcacbabcabacbcacbacabcbabcabacabcbacbcacbabcabacab
cbabcabacbcacbabcabacabcbacbcacbacabcbabcabacabcbacabacbabcabacabcb
The image of b has length 202.
The image of c is
abcabacbcacbabGabacabcbacbcacbacabcbabcabacbcacbacabcbacbcacbabcabac
bcacbacabcbabcabacabcbacbcacbabcabacabcbabcabacbcacbacabcbacbcacbabc
abacbcacbacabcbabcabacbcacbabcabacabcbacbcacbacabcbabcabacabcbacaba
cbabcabacabcb
The image of c has length 216.
The image of d is
abcabacbcacbabcabacabcbacbcacbacabcbabcabacbcacbacabcbacbcacbabcabac
bcacbacabcbabcabacbcacbabcabacabcbacbcacbacabcbabcabacabcbacbcacbabc
abac abcbabcabacbcacbabcabacabcbacbcacbacabcbabcabacabcbacabacbabca
bacabcb
The image of d has length 209.
That hof fulfills condition (1) of Theorem 1.0 merely takes some
patience to verify, but that it fulfills conditions (0) required roughly
nine hours of run time on a PDP-11/45 computer.
1.6. There is an endomorphism of JK, which fulfills
condition (0) of Theorem 1.0 and yet fails to be square-free.
EXAMPLE

Proof, We construct such an endomorphism of J^5.
the endomorphism induced by
a
b
c
d
e

Let k be

> ad
>b
> cdbadce
> cdabdce
> cdadbce

k fulfills condition (0) but k(abac) = adbadcdbadce, which is not
square-free. In view of Corollaries 1.3 and 1.5, let q be a squarefree homomorphism from J^7 into J*v Finally, let p be the restric-
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tion of qoJc to ^\.
Then p fulfills condition (0) since k does and
since q is square-free. However p{abac) is not square-free.
THEOREM

1.7.

There is a square-free homomorphism from

into
Proof. It is only necessary to compose the homomorphisms provided by Corollaries 1.4, 1.3, and 1.5.
ω

1.8. On there letters, three are 2 square-free words
of type ω; no two of which have common final segments.
THEOREM

ω

Proof. With ω letters it is easy to arrange 2 square-free
words of type ω no two of which have common final segments. A
collection H of sets is almost disjoint provided M Π N is finite whenever M, NeH and M Φ N. Let H be an almost disjoint collection
of subsets of the alphabet such that |H| = 2ω* Such a collection has
been constructed by W. Sierpinski [27]. For each MeH let WM be
a word of tpye ω listing M without repetitions. {WM: MeH} is the
collection of 2ω square-free words no two of which have common
final segments. Now let / be a square-free endomorphism from ^ ω
into ^ . f can be extended to words of type ω. Then {f{WM): MeH}
is the desired collection of words. / is one-to-one since it is squarefree. So {f(WM): MeH} has cardinality 2ω. Now suppose M, NeH
with M φ N and yet /(WM) and /(WN) have a common final segment. Say MΠ JV = {c0,
, cΛ_J and M = {c0,
, cn_,} U R , alf
}
and N = {c0,
, c%_J U{bQ, bu
•}. Let A, = f(at) and B, = f{b%) for
all ieω.
Since f(WM) ann f(WN) have a common final segment, they
must have a common final segment in which the image of no ct occurs. So for some j , keω such that A5 = XA", where X may be
empty we have
F = A?Aj+1Aj+2

.

F = BkBk+1Bk+2

where F is the common final segment. Evidently, either some initial segment of some Bx is a final segment of some At or else some
initial segment of some At is a final segment of some Bx. So
f(ajbxaύ is not square-free which is contrary to the square-freeness
of / and afitat for all i, seω. So f{WM) and f{WN) have no common
final segments. The proof is complete.
Alfred Manaster pointed out to us that using the work of
Kakutani, and Morse and Hedlund (see Gottschalk and Hedlund [11]
p. 109) it was easy to prove that there are 2° square-free words of
type a) on three letters.
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Now we take up the investigation of fcth power-free homomorphisms. The analog of Theorem 1.0 is the following theorem.
1.9. Let M and N be alphabets and let h be a homomorphism from ^M into ^N.
Let k > 2. If
( 0 ) (W) is kth power-free whenever W is a kth power-free word
on M with length no greater than k + 1.
(1) a = b whenever a,beM with h(a) a subword of h(b).
( 2 ) If a, b, c e M and X h(a) Y = h(b)h(c), where X and Y may
be empty, then either X is empty and a = b or else Y is empty
and a = c
Then h is kth power-free.
THEOREM

The only essential difference between the proof of this theorem
and the proof of Theorem 1.0 lies in the proof of the claim. Here
condition (2) is used to establish the claim. The details of this proof
are omitted.
There are square-free maps which are not cube-free. The endomorphism of j^l induced by
a
b
e
d

> abacbab
> cdabcabd
> cdacabcbd
• cdacbcacbd

is square-free according to Theorem 1.0 but h(a2) = abacbababacbab =
abac(ba)3cbabf and so h is not cube-free. On the other hand, some
square-free homomorphisms are kth power-free for all k > 2.
1.10. Let h be a homomorphism from S^M into J^r,
and N are alphabets. If
h is square-free,
a = b whenever a, beM with h(a) a subword of h(b), and
No proper initial segment of h{a) is a final segment of
all aeM,
kth power-free for all k > 1.

THEOREM

where M
( 0)
(1)
(2)
h{a), for
then h is

Proof. Let e0, eίf - ,eneM and Eo = h(eQ),
, and En = h(en).
k
Suppose k > 2, and h{e^ex en) = XY Z where X, Y9 and Z are
words on N with Y nonempty. We will show that eoex
en is not
kth power-free. Let Eo = XE^ and El = EnZ where E? and El are
nonempty. (If it were not so we could simplify eoeλ
en.) So
k
Y = E[ΈX - - El. Now let / be the length of Y. Then any subword of Yk of length 2/ is a square; hence the length of Et is less
than 2/ for all i with 0 < i < n. Moreover the length of Έt is no
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greater than /, for all i with 0 < i < n, since otherwise Et would
have a proper initial segment that would be a final segment. From
the hypotheses and k > 2 it follows that Y is not a subword of
either E" or E'n. This means that there are j0, j \ , - ,jk-2 all between 0 and n with Eh = J^/.-Bj' and £*" nonempty for all i < fe — 1
and
Y =#0"^
Γ = Eϊβh\

£?;0
^

Now fe fulfills the conditions of Theorem 1.0 and so the claim proved
there holds. Hence E[' = E's[ = E}[=
=£?/;_2 and E'h = E'h= =
^ and E, = Eh+ί for all i < j0,
, ^ _ 8 + i = J & ^ - H for all i < j 0 .
Therefore
eQex
en = eoe!
eh-Afi,fii ''' eio_i)fc"2βi
e;0-ie». But
KeoeJQen) is not square-free, so e0 = e io or e i o = βn. In either case
eQ - eΛ is not fcth power-free and the theorem is established.
COROLLARY 1.11. There is a homomorphism from ^0) into ^l
which is kth power-free for all k 2r 2.

Proof. Each of the homomorphisms involved
Theorem 1.7 fulfills condition (2) of Theorem 1.10.
COROLLARY

in the proof

1.12. There is a cube-free homomorphism from J^l

into JK.
Proof. The homomorphism induced by
a
b
c

> abaabbaababaabaabba
> abaababaabaabbaababaabba
> abaababaabbaababaabaababaabba

fulfills the conditions of Theorem 1.9 and hence in cube-free.
THEOREM

1.13. There is a cube-free homomorphism from J/^

into J^2.
Proof. The composition of the homomorphisms established by
Corollaries 1.11 and 1.12 suffices.
COROLLARY

1.14. There is a cube-free endomorphism of S^.

Proof. The endomorphism induced by
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> abaabbaababaabaabba
> abaababaabaabbaababaabba

fulfills all the conditions of Theorem 1.9.
COROLLARY

1.15. (A. Thue [29]) xxx is avoidable on a two

letter alphabet.
Proof. This result can be regarded as a corollary of either
Corollary 1.14 (similar to Corollary 1.2) or Theorem 1.13.
ω

1.16. On two letters, there are 2 cube-free words of
type ω no two of which have common final segments.
THEOREM

The proof of this theorem does not differ in any important way
from the proof of Theorem 1.8 and we omit the proof. Again, the
construction of Kakutani mentioned in Gottschalk add Hedlund [11]
gives 2ω cube-free words of type ω on two letters.
2* Maximal kth power-free words • Recall that a word W on an
alphabet N is maximal kth power-free on N provided W is kth powerfree and both aW and Wa fail to be kth power-free, for all aeN.
In [2] S. E. Arshon constructed maximal square-free words on every
finite alphabet and S. R. Li in [19] has characterized maximal
square-free words. This section is devoted to demonstrating the
following theorem.
THEOREM 2.0. For any natural numbers n and k, any alphabet
N with \N\ = nf and any kth power-free word W on N, W is a
subword of some maximal kth power-free word on N.

Proof. Call a kth power-free word U on N right maximal (kth
power-free on N) if Ua fails to be kth power-free, for all aeN.
By considering symmetry, it is enough to show that every A th
power-free word on N is an initial segment of some right maximal
word on N. A kth power-free word U on N is contrary (for kth
power-freeness on N) provided U is not an intital segment of any
right-maximal word. The word W is a conjugate of W if W and
W are substitution instances of one another. W is vulnerable (for
kth power-freeness on N) if W is a word on N, and given any contrary word U there is a conjugate W of W and a word X of positive length such that UXW is kth power-free on JV. The proof
will be complete if a right maximal vulnerable word can be produced.
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In order to avoid trivial cases, let n, k ;> 2 with not both n = 2
and k = 2. There are two cases.
Case /. & = 2 and n > 2.
Vulnerable words are produced according to the following rules.
Rule 0. Every letter is vulnerable.
Rule 1. If W is vulnerable and x is a letter such that no proper initial segment of Wx is a final segment of Wx, then Wx is
vulnerable.
Rule 1 is a special case of the next rule.
Rule 2. Suppose W is vulnerable and x is a letter. If TF# =
BXB with |J3| > 0 implies XBX is not square-free and Wx is squarefree then Wx is vulnerable.
Proof. Suppose Wx is not vulnerable. Let U be a contrary
word such that UXWx is not square-free for any word X. Pick X
such that \X\ > 2(|J7| + |TΓ|) and Ϊ7XT7 is square-free. There is a
word ^ such that ZZ is a final segment of UXWx. If T7# is a
final segment of Z, then there is a word V with | F | > 0 and UVWx
square-free, since X is so long. This conclusion violates the choice of
U, so Wx is a final segment of ZZ but Z is a proper final segment
of TFα?. That is, there are words A and B such that AFPx = ZZ
and TFα = BZ. So AB = £ and then Wx = .BAB and Z = ABAB.
Hence ABA is a sub word of UXW. Thus ABA must be both squarefree and not square-free. Consequently Wx is vulnerable and rule
2 is verified.
Let N = {α0, au α2,
, α%_J. Set T3 = a^a^a^aQa^a^.
For
w ^ 3, let Tn+1 = TnanTn. Observe that for all w ^ 3, TH is a right
maximal square-free word on the n letter alphabet.
Claim.

a2Tn is vulnerable for all n ^ 3.

Proof. α2α0α! is vulnerable according to rules 0, 1, 1 in that
order. Suppose a^a^ is not vulnerable. Let U be a contrary
word such that UXW fails to be square-free whenever W is conjugate to a2a0axa2. Pick X with | J t | > 2(|17| + 4) and UXa^a^
square-free. Now UXa^a^a^ is not square-free and since X is so
long αoαx must be a final segment of X (otherwise a^a^ is a sub-
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word of X). But then UYa^a^a^ = i7Xα2αoα1 for some Y and
UYa^a^
is square-free. However a^a^ is a conjugate of a2a0ata2
and so a^a^
is vulnerable; a2a^a2a^ is vulnerable by a similar
argument; a2a^axa2a^a2 is vulnerable by rule 2. a^a^a^a^a^
is
vulnerable by rule 1 (three applications). a^a^a^a^aQa^a^
is
vulnerable by three applications of rule 2. So a2Ts is vulnerable.
For the sake of induction, suppose that a2Tn is vulnerable.
a2Tnan is vulnerable by rule 1. Suppose XBx is an initial segment
of Tn and a2TnanXB is vulnerable. Assume BxY — a2Tn and Tn =
TBxW. Since α2Γ% is square-free and Tn does not begin with α2 it
follows that there must be a word V of positive length such that
a2Tn = BxVBxW.
Let α2C = 5.
Then !ΓΛ = CxVa2CxW and
a2TnanXBx=α2C# Fα2C# PFαw Fα2C#.
Finally
Fα2C# T7α% Fα2C# Fα2
C#ΐFα Λ F fails to be square-free. Consequently rule 3 applies and
a2TnanXBx is vulnerable. In this way a2TnanTn( = a2Tn+1) can be
shown to be vulnerable and the claim is established.
Since a2Tn is both vulnerable and right-maximal on the n letter
alphabet, where n ^ 3, Case I is finished.
Case II.

k > 2 and n ^ 2.

Vulnerable words are produced according to the following rules.
Rule 0. Every letter is vulnerable.
Rule 1'. If W is vulnerable, x is a letter, TF# is &th power-free,
and WΦ Y^xYY'1 for any nonempty Y where Y' is a final segment of Y, then W# is vulnerable.
Proof. Suppose not. Let U be a contrary word such that for
all X and all conjugates V of Wx, UXV fails to be &th powerfree. Pick X with \X\ ^ k(\U\ + \Wx\) such that C7XT7 is fcth
power-free. (Exchanging Z7 for one its conjugates if necessary). So
there is a nonempty word Z such that zk is a final segment of
UXWx. Since TFic is kth power-free it must be a proper final segment of zk. Since WΦ Y\xY)h where Y is any word with final
segment Y'9 it follows that Wx is a final segment of Zk~\ Since
X is so long there must be a word F of positive length such that
UVWx is an initial segment of UXW. Hence UVWx is kth powerfree violating the choice of U. Rule 1' is established.
Let 2\ = ak~ι and Tn+i = {anTnan)k~1anTn

for all n > 1.

Then ΓM

is a right maximal kth power-free word on the n letter alphabet
{α0, αlf •••, αΛ_i}. Theorem 2.0 is established by the following claim.
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Claim.

Tn is vulnerable, for n ^ 2.

Proof. It suffices to show that an_2Tn is vulnerable. After the
initial application of rule 0, rule Γ always applies-trivially if n > 2
since αΛ_2αΛ_! is an initial segment of an_2Tn which occurs nowhere
1
else in this word. Suppose n = 2. aQT2 — a^a^a^^a^' .
aQax
occurs k times in aQT2 and a^a^ is an initial segment of a0T2 which
occurs nowhere else in this word. With these two observations in
mind it is easy to see that one use of rule 0 followed by repeated
use of rule 1' will yield aQT2. Hence T2 is vulnerable.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
2.1. For all k,n^2 with k > 2 or n > 2, there
many maximal kth power-free words on the n letter

COROLLARY

are infinitely
alphabet.

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 2.0 in view of
Thue's theorems, Corollaries 1.2 and 1.15 above.
3. Avoidable sets of words* In § 1, we saw that {x2} is avoidable on {a, b, c), while {x?} is avoidable on {a, &}. A. Thue found
these results in 1906. Evidently {x} is not avoidable and some reflection reveals that {xyx} is not avoidable. In this section we establish results about avoidable sets of words. Our principal tools
are the canonical endomorphisms defined below. All these are endomorphisms on semigroups of the form _^7W for some n > 0. Let
n > 0. We represent the alphabet with An letters as
{a,: 0<,i<n}{J {b,: 0^i<n}[j {c,: 0^i<n}[j {d,\ 0 ^ i < n) .
It is clear what is intended by the index of a letter.
DEFINITION 3.0. Let n > 0. The canonical endomorphism h on
the alphabet with in letters is the endomorphism induced by

di i

• bόbhcι

where j = 3i mod(w), k = j" + 1 mod(%), and I =fc+ 1 mod(^). In
most cases 3|w and then each letter is assigned a distinct word by h.
Consider {hp(aQ):peω}f where h is canonical. All words which
belong to this set, with the exception of α0, result from the con-
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catenation of words of the form
aόbkdu aόckdl} aάdkdu

and

b5bkcι

where j , k, and I are subject to the constraints in Definition 3.0. If
Z)fn, and n > 2 then there are in such words. We call these fundamental words.
The following lemma is easy to verify.
LEMMA 3.1. Consider the alphabet with An letters where n > 0.
Let x and y be letters. Then xy can occur as a subword in at
most one fundamental word; moreover, if A and B are fundamental
and x is the right most letter in A while y is the left most letter
of B, then xy is not a subword of any fundamental word.

A word xy of length two which fulfills the hypothesis of the
moreover clause in Lemma 3.1 is called a border word.
LEMMA 3.2. If h is the canonical endomorphism for an alphabet with An letters where 2>\n and n > 3, then h is square-free.

Proof. Lemma 3.1 makes it easy to check the conditions of
Theorem 1.0.
3.3. // h is the canonical endomorphism for an alphabet with in letters where 2>\n and n > 3, and p > 0 and xy is a
two letter subword of hp(a0), then modulo n the index of y is one
greater than the index of x.
LEMMA

The proof is by induction on p.
It follows from Lemma 3.3 that scanning the indices of hp(a0)
one would see 0, 1, 2,
, n — 1, 0, 1, 2,
, n — 1, 0,
etc.
3.4. Let h be the canonical endomorphism for an
alphabet with An letters where n ^ 3. Let W be a word with W—
UFV and h(W) = XCY. F is a father of C provided ] X\ ^ |Λ(17)| + 1,
DEFINITION

\Y\£\h{V)\+l,

and

\C\£\h(F)\.

In the definition above, F is a father of C if each letter of F
contributes at least two letters to C under the map h. Notice that
F is a father of C whenever there are words W, U, V, X, and Y
which fulfill the definition.
LEMMA 3.5. // h is the canonical endomorphism for an alphabet with An letters where Z\n and n > 3, then every word has at
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most one father, (i.e., fathers are unique.)
This lemma is an immediate application of Lemma 3.1. A subp
word of h (a0) (where %\n and n > 3) is fatherless if and only if it
is of length 1 or else it is a border word.
DEFINITION 3.6. A word W (on any alphabet) is scrambled provided
( i ) if a letter x occurs in W, then it occurs at least twice in
W, and
(ii) if x and y are distinct letters occurring in W, then both
xy and yx are subwords of W.
THEOREM 3.7. The set of all scrambled words on a denumerable
alphabet is avoidable on the twenty letter alphabet.

Proof. We pick n = 5 and, letting h be the canonical endomorphism on the alphabet with 4-5 letters, we will show that
{hp(a0):peω} avoids each scrambled word.
Suppose, to the contrary, that W is scrambled and not avoided
by {hp(a0): p e ω). Let W = e0
em where e0, , em are letters.
Then there is some substitution instance W* = e*e* et of Wsuch
that for some p, W* is a sub word of hp(a0). Pick p as small as
possible so that each of e%, e*,
, e* has a father. Since fathers
are unique (Lemma 3.5) let Fo be the father of e*, Fx be the father
of e*9 ", and Fm be the father of ej. Then F0Fλ
Fm is a subword of hp~l(a^ and it is also substitution instance of W. At least
one of Fo, Fίf - , Fm is fatherless.
Claim 0. If Ft is fatherless, then both J F ^ and Fi+1, where
they exist, have fathers.
Proof of claim 0. Without loss of generality we assume that
Ft and Fi+1 are both fatherless and seek a contradiction. Since W
is scrambled it follows that FiFi+1 and Fi+1Ft are both subwords of
hp~\a0). Since both F< and Fi+1 are fatherless, they both have
length no more than two. Examination of the indices involved reveals a violation of Lemma 3.3.
Claim 1. Only Fo and Fm can be fatherless.
Proof of claim 1. Suppose Ft is fatherless with 0 < i < m. By
claim 0 F^ and Fi+1 have fathers, so F^ Φ FtΦ Fi+1. Let j be
the index of the last letter in F^ and k be the index of the first
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symbol in Fi+1. Then k = j + 3 mod(5) or k = j + 2 mod(5), since
1 ^ I-Fil ^ 2 Fi_± Φ Fi+1 according to Lemma 3.3. Since W is scramp
bled F^Ft+x is a subword of h ~\a0). Hence & = j + lmod(5).
This is a contradiction.
Since W is scrambled Fo — Fm, sinec e0 occurs at least twice in
W. m Φ 1 since h is square-free. If 0 < j < m, then FOFS must
7
occur in Fo
Fm since W is scrambled. Therefore Fλ = I*,- for all
an(
i = 1,
, m — 1. Hence W = βoβΓ"^ i m ^ 3. But this violates
p
p
the square-freeness of h ~\a0). So {h (a0): peω} avoids W and the
theorem is proven.
DEFINITION 3.8. Let neω with Z\n and n > 3. The ancestry
relation is the transitive closure of the fatherhood relation on the
alphabet with 4n letters. That is, U is an ancestor of W provided
for some keω there are words Vo, Vl9
, Vk^ with U = Vo, Vk = W
and Fj is the father of Vί+1 for all j with 0 <* i < Λ.

The ancestry relation is a well-founded partial order.
3.9. Let neω with Z\n and ^ > 3. Let W be a
word on the alphabet with An letters. The lineage of W is the
number of ancestors of W.
DEFINITION

DEFINITION 3.10. Let keω and if be a word.
W has mesh k
provided whenever a; is a letter and V is a word in which x does
not occur with | V\ > k, then xVx is not a subword of W.
DEFINITION 3.11. W is a doubled word provided every letter
which occurs in W occurs at least twice in W.
THEOREM 1.12. Let keω.
The set of all doubled words of mesh
k on a denumerable alphabet is avoidable on an alphabet with no
more than 8k + 16 letters.

Proof. Let n be a number with
h be the canonical endomorphism on
Let W be a double word of mesh k.
avoids W.
Suppose not. As in the previous
pick p e ω and a substitution instance
is also a subword of hp(a0).

3|w, n > 3, and n > 2k. Let
the alphabet with An letters.
We argue that {hp(a0):peω}
proof, let W = eQex - em and
ίF* = e*e?
e* of TΓ which

Claim. For all i = 0,
, m there is some j ^ m such that e*
has greater lineage than e*.
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Proof of the claim. Since If is a doubled word of mesh k,
there is I = 0,
, m with 1 < \i — l\ ^ k and et = e,. For convenience suppose i < Z. Suppose that for all # with i < q < I, the lineage of e* is no greater than that of e*. Let G be the fatherless
ancestor of et and let r be the number of ancestors of e*. Then
p r
Gift? is a sub word of h ~ (a0) where |J5T| ^ 2(fc — 2) < 2k since in
p r
h ~ (a0) each ej has no ancestors (though possibly some "proposed
fathers" of length one are available) or else a fatherless ancestor.
Now let t be the index of the final symbol in G. In view of Lemma
3.3 either t = t + \H\ + 1 mod n or else t = t + | H\ + 2 mod w, which
violates | H | + 2 ^ 2k - 2 < 2& < n. So there must be q with ί<q<l
and the lineage of e* is greater than the lineage of ef. The claim
is proven and with it, the theorem.
Theorems 3.7 and 3.12 reveal that certain sets of words involving
infinitely many letters can be avoided on finite alphabets.
n

THEOREM 3.13. Let N be an alphabet with n letters. {W: \ W\ :> 2

and W is a word on N} is avoidable.
Proof. The proof depends on the following lemma which is
easily established by induction on n.
n

LEMMA 3.14. If \N\ = n and W is a word on N with \W\ ^ 2
n

then W has a doubled subword U with \U\ ^ 2 .

y

Now for each W on N with j W\ ^ 2% pick a Uw according to
Lemma 3.14. By Theorem 3.12 {Uw: W is a word on N with
\W\ ^ 2n} is avoidable, say by the infinite set &~ of words on some
finite alphabet. So ^ avoids {W: W is a word on N with \W\ ^ 2n]
since Uw is a subword of W. The proof is complete.
LEMMA 3.15. // ^

is an set of arbitrarily long words on the
alphabet M and G is a set of arbitrarily long words on the alphabet
N, then there is a set Sίf of words on the alphabet M x N such
that if J^ avoids W and & avoids U, then 3ίf avoids both W
and U.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume both J?" and gf
are closed under the formation of subwords. Let A — a0 α%_x,
B = b0
δΛ_i be words of length n respectively on M and N. Define A x B = (α0, 60) '(an_u bn_ϊ). So A x B is a word on M x N.
Define T = ( i x 5 : i e ^ , ΰ e g 7 , and \A\ = |J5|}. Notice that A
and B are both substitution instances of Ax B. So Sίf must avoid
all words avoided by either J^ or ^ .
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COROLLARY 3.16. Let N be a finite alphabet. {W: W is a word
on N and {W} is avoidable) is avoidable.

Proof. By Theorem 3.13, let &~ be a set which avoids {W: W
is a word on N with | T F | ^ 2 * } . Only finitely many singletons
remain. Let &w be a set avoiding W provided {W} is avoidable
and \W\ < 2\ According to Lemma 3.15 (or more properly its obvious inductive extensions), {W: W is a word on N with {W} avoidable} is avoidable.
LEMMA 3.17. Let N be a finite alphabet and ά^ be an infinite
set of words on N. There is keω and an infinite set <& of words
of mesh k on N such that every word avoided by ά^ is avoided by 97.

Proof.

Proceed by induction on \N\.

Initial

step.

The lemma is immediate if |JV| = 1.

Inductive step. Suppose the lemma is true for all alphabets
with fewer than \N\ letters and nevertheless ά?" is an infinite set
of words on N such that for all keω and all sets 5^ of words on
N of mesh k there is a word W avoided by ^ but not by <&. So
there must be a letter xeN such that for every keω, there is a
distinct word UkeJ^ such that for some V on iNΓ~{x} with \V\> k
we can conclude that x 7 o r Vx is a sub word of Uk. Let ^~' =
{Y: Y is a word of JV~ {x} and 7 is a sub word of Uk for some k e
ω). Evidently ^ ~ ' i s a set of words on N~{x} which is infinite and
if W is avoided by ^ , then W is avoided by Jrt,
since each
Γ e ^ ' is a sub word of some U'e^~'. By the inductive assumption
there is an infinite set gf' of words on N~{x} and some keω such
that each word in 2f' is of mesh k, and moreover every word
r
avoided by ^
(and hence every word avoided by J?~) is also
avoided by Sf'. This is contrary to the selection of ά^ and hence
the inductive step is completed, establishing the lemma.
Our next objective is to provide an effective characterization of
the collection of avoidable words.
DEFINITION 3.18. Let I f be a word.
The letter x is free for
W provided x occurrs in W and for no neω is it possible to find
letters e0,
, en and f0,
, fn such that all of the following are
subwords of W:
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xe0
fφl

/.β.

If x is free for W, then W* is the word obtained from W be deleting all occurrences of x.
LEMMA 3.19.

free for
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Let W be a word on N such that the letter x is
W. There are subsets A and S of N such that
xeA~S.
If y e i , zeN and yz is a subword of W, then zeS.
If y e S, z e N and zy is a subword of W, then ze A.

Proof

Define A and S as follows.

y e A if and only if for some neω there are letters eQ,
, en
and /0,
, fn_x such that each of the following are sub words of W:
xe0

yen.
yeS
if and only if for some neω,
t h e r e a r e l e t t e r s e0, •••,«» and
s u c
fo, •••>/»
h t h a t each of t h e following a r e sub words of W:
xe0
fo^o

fnV

x i S since x is free for W. Properties (ii) and (iii) are immediate
from the definitions of A and S.
// x is free for W and Wx is unavoidable, then
W is unavoidable.
LEMMA 3.20.
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Proof. Let &~ be any infinite set of words of mesh k (where
keω) on any finite alphabet N. According to Lemma 3.18 it suffices
to show that ^ does not avoid W.
Let aeN and m = \W\. Since am is a substitution instance of
W it is safe to assume that αm is not a subword of any word in
&*. We may also assume without loss of generality that a is the
first letter of every word in J^ and that if XJ^άf then there is
F e ^ such that V = XUY where a is the first letter of Y.
Let EOf
, Et be a listing without repetitions of all the words
on N of the form a'X where 0 < j < m and | JSΓ| <; k and a does not
occur in X. Let M = {e0,
, βj be an alphabet with t + 1 letters
and let g: ^M -> ^ i - be the homomorphism induced by ^(βj = Et for
each i ^ ί. Now every Ue^
can be represented in a unique way
as a concatenation of members of {EQ, >-, Et} such that only the
last word in the concatenation is permitted to be of the form αΛ
Let U* be the word on M corresponding to the word Ue^
with
respect to this representation under g. Let «j^* = {£/*: Ue^}.
Since Wx is unavoidable, Wx has a substitution instance V which
is a subword of U* for some Ue^.
Let
W = wowλ - wm ,
Wx — zQzx - - zrf and

v = z o z,

...zr.

Let A and S be sets satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma
3.19. For each i = 0,1, —-,m, define
a

if

Wi = x

T

if

^einSand

T

if

w, 6 S ~ A and ^(Z,) = aT

g{Zτ)a if

g(Zt)a = αT

^ 6 A — S and w< Φ x

otherwise .
Claim,

TΓ0TΓi

TFm is a subword of g(V)a.

The claim may be established by induction on m. By noting
that W0W1 ••• "PΓm is a substitution instance of W and that g(V)a
is a subword of Ua, which is itself a subword of a member of ^ ,
we arrive at the conclusion that W is not avoided by ^ , as desired.
3.21. // x and y are letters occurring in W, U is the
word obtained from W by substituting x for y, and U is unavoidLEMMA
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able, then W is unavoidable.
This lemma follows immediately since U is a substitution instance of W. Say that U is obtained from W by identification of
letters whenever the first two hypotheses of Lemma 3.21 hold. W
reduces to U provided there are words Vo, Vu
, Vn_x with W = V.o,
V = Vn_ί and Vi+1 = V* for some letter x free in Vt or Vi+1 is obtained from Vt by identification of letters, for all i with 0 <; in — 1.
3.22. The word W is unavoidable if and only if W
reduces to a word of length one.
THEOREM

Proof. Suppose W reduces to a word of length one. Since
words of length one are unavoidable, Lemmas 3.20 and 3.21 yield
that W is unavoidable.
Now suppose W is unavoidable. Pick n with SJfn and n > kk/2
where k= \W\. Since W is unavoidable there is some peω and
some substitution instance W* of W such that W* is a sub word of
hp(a0) where h is the canonical endomorphism on An letters. Moreover, we choose p to be the smallest number such that each subword of W* which represents a letter of W is fatherless or legitimate. Let x be a letter occurring in W and X be the sub word of
W* representing x. A letter y occurring in hq(a0), with q < p, is a
proto-ancestor of x provided there is some occurrence of y in hq(a0)
not in any ancestor of any sub word of W* representing a letter of
W such that the p — g-fold image of that occurrence contributes
at least one letter to some occurrence of X representing x in W*.
Proto-ancestors, unlike fathers, "grandfathers", etc. are not unique
and may depend on the particular position of x in W.
Let x~y if and only if x and y occur in W and there is some
q <; p such that proto-ancestors or fatherless ancestors of both x
and y occur in hq(a0). ^is used to denote the transitive closure of—.
^is an equivalence relation. Let a; be a letter occurring in W which
is represented by a fatherless sub word of TF* and let W+ be the
word obtained from W by deleting all the letters ^-equivalent to
x. Evidently, there is r < p such that some substitution instance
of W+ is a sub word of hr(a0). Therefore all that remains to prove
is that W+ can be obtained fiom W by identification of letters and
the elimination of free letters.
Since W* is a subword of hp(a0), it is clear that some substitution instance W° of W is a subword of Γ, where T is a sufficiently
long word of the kind
012

An - 1 012

An - 1 012
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(using the first An natural numbers as letters). Moreover, n has
been chosen so large that the subwords of T representing letters
equivalent to x have a total length less that n. Hence, some of
the letters of T do not occur in any of the subwords representing
letters of W equivalent to x. Let y be a letter of W such that
y&x and Y represents y in T. Replace each such Y of W° by Y
i + lΐ + 2
An — 1012
i where i is the left most symbol of Y.
Let W be the word obtained from W° in this way. Then W is a
substitution instance of W which is a subword of T. Let
Jo< j\< ' - < OP be the letters which occur in the subwords of W°
f
(and hence of W ) which represent letters of W equivalent to x.
Let W result from W by the elimination of all occurrences of
jQ. If the subword j0 of W represents the letter y of W, then y
is free in W for otherwise there are letters uovo
such that
vouo

are all subwords of W.
of W such that

In this event there are subwords U0VQ

vouo
are all subwords of W and hence of T. But since j0 is the last
letter in each Vt then jQj0 would be a subword of T9 which is impossible. On the other hand y and y' may be letters of W equivalent to x and represented by Y and Y' in W such that Y and
Y' become identical when j0 is deleted. At any rate W is a substitution instance of some word obtained from W by deletion of a
free letter and/or the identification of letters (or else it is still a
substitution instance of W). Moreover W retains all of the properties of W above, but on a smaller alphabet. After p + 1 such
steps only a substitution instance of W+ remains; consequently W+
can be obtained from W by the deletion of free letters and/or the
identification of letters. Therefore W can be reduced to a single
letter, as desired.
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The word abaca'badaba'ca'ba' reduces to a single letter (the first
f
step must be the identification of a and a ), yet it cannot be reduced to a single letter by a series of deletions of free letters.
4* Extensions and applications*
A. Partitions of linear orders.
Thue's theorem (Corollary 1.2) concerning square-free words can
be construed as
I. a) can be partitioned into three sets such that no two adjacent intervals are partitioned in the same way. Another way to
say this is
II. ω can be partitioned into three sets such that for all i, jeω
with j > 0 there is k e ω such that i ^ k < i + j and k and k + j
lie in different blocks of the partition.
With this in mind we make the following definition.
DEFINITION 4.0. Let a be an ordinal and let & be a partition
of a. & is square-free provided for all β, 7 e α with 0 < 7 and
β + 7 + 7 ^ a there exists δea such that β <: δ < β + 7 and δ and
δ + 7 lie in different blocks of &.
In a similar fashion we could define the notion of a cube-free
partition of an ordinal and, at some cost in complexity, even the
concept of a partition which avoids some set of words. In the
previous section we investigated the latter notion for ordinals no
larger than ω; little is so far known about it at ordinals beyond ω.

4.Γ. Let a be an ordinal with a < (2ω)+.
(a) There is a square-free partition of a into three pieces.
(b) There is a cube-free partition of a into two pieces.

THEOREM

Proof. According to Theorem 1.8 there is a collection S^ of
square-free words of type ω, on the letters α, 6, and c such that
\£f\ = 2ω and no two distinct members of S^ have common final
segments. Let L — {λ: λ < a and λ is a limit ordinal}. Let / be a
function mapping L one-to-one into S^. So /(λ) is a square-free
word of type a). Now if β e a, there is a unique limit ordinal λ
and a unique natural number n such that β = λ + n. Define g(β)
as the wth symbol of /(λ). So g: a —> {α, b, c] and it induces a partition & of a into three pieces. To see that & is square-free let
β, 7 e a with β + 7 + 7 5£ a and β = λ + n where λ is a limit
2. After this proof was found Jean Larson, Richard Laver and George McNulty
proved that the theorem holds for all ordinals, not just those less than (2ω)+. A note
containing their proof has been submitted for publication.
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ordinal and neω.
In the case that yeω the existence of the required .8 follows from the square-freeness of /(λ). In the case
ω <: 7, there is a limit ordinal μ Φ X and a natural number m such
that β + 7 = μ + m. The existence of the requisite δ now follows
from the fact that f(μ) and /(λ) have no common final segments.
So (a) is proven and (b) can be established by a similar argument
employing Theorem 1.16 in place of Theorem 1.8.
In the notion of a square-free partition of an ordinal, translations played a prominent role. So we are led to the next definition.
DEFINITION 4.2. A partition & of the set R of real numbers
(Q of rational numbers) is square-free provided for all r, s e R(r, s e
Q) with s > 0 there is a £ 6 i?(£ e Q) such that r <;£<?• + s and t
and ί + s lie in different blocks of &*.

4.3.

THEOREM

There is a square-free partition of R(Q) into two

pieces.
Proof The constructions for R and Q are similar, so we provide
only the construction for R. Let R+ — {r:reR and r > 0}.
Give both R and R x R+ well orderings of type 2ω. We define
Aα and Ba by the following recursion for ordinals a < 2ω. Let (r, s)
be the αth pair in R x i2+. Let t be the least (in the well ordering
of R) member of [r, r + s) such that {ί, t + s) g U ^ < « r ^ n ^ ) . If
Aα = {t} U U -A/, and Ba = {t +
Otherwise, let

Observe that | Aa U Ba | < 2ω for all α < 2ω.
Finally let A = U«<2«> A« and E = U«<2" Ba. Evidently Af]B is
empty. For any fixed reR, \{(r, s): s > 0}\ = 2υ and so {(r, s): s > 0}
is unbounded in the well ordering of R x R+. Thus if r is the /3th
member of iϋ we can pick α > β so that (r, s) is the αth member
of R x R+. Consequently reAaUBaQA{jB.
Therefore {A, JS} is a
partition of i? and it is square-free by construction.
B. Multidimensional versions of square-freeness. Is it possible
to color the lattice points of the plane (or in general ^-dimensional
space) with three colors such that no rectangle occurs adjacent to a
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copy of itself? Is it possible to color the points of the Euclidean
plane (Euclidean ^-dimensional space) with two colors such that no
two adjacent rectangles are colored in the same way? The answers
to both these questions is yes. The proof of Theorem 4.3 can be
extended to handle the last question.
To manage the first question, we observe that the notion of a
square-free map can be suitably extended to the ^-dimensional case,
where, however, individual letters are mapped to square (cubic, etc.)
arrays of letters. Once more, the orbit of an individual letter can
be used to obtain a cover (of the plane instead of the line) which
is square-free provided the map used is not trivial. The following
map based on the work of J. Leech [18] (see our remark after
Corollary 1.2) yields a square-free coloring of the lattice points in
the plane with three colors "α", "b", and "c".

al

bcacbacabca
c b
cabaebabcabac
a b c b a c b c a b c ba
cabaebabcabac
be
acbacabcacb
abebaebe
a b c ba
>
cabaebabcabac
a b e b a cb c a b c ba
bcacbaca
b c a bb
cabaebabcabac
a b c b a c b c a b c ba
eabacbabcabac
b ea
ebacabcacb

b\

cabaebabcabac
abebaebe
a b c ba
bcacbaca
bea c b
abcbacbcabc
ba
cabacbabeabac
bcacbacabcacb
>
abcbacbcabcba
bcaebacabc
ac b
cabaebabcabac
a b c b a c b c a b c ba
bcacbacabcac
b
a b c b a c b c a b c ba
cabaebabcabac
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a b c b a c b c a b c ba
b ca eb
acabcacb
cabacbabcabac
b ca c
bacabcacb
a bc
bacbcabcba
cabacbabcabac
>b G a G b a c a b c a c b
cabacbabcabac
a b c b a c b c a b c ba
bcacbacabcacb
cab
acbabcabac
b G a G b a G a b c a Gb
abcbacbc
a b c ba

Each row (and each column) of any one of these three 13 x 13 arrays is one Leech's thirteen letter words. This observation makes it
easy to check that each array in the orbit of a under this map is
indeed square-free.
C.

An application to the Burnside problem for semigroups.

THEOREM 4.4. If Σ is a set of semigroup equations in no more
than k variables such that σ = τeΣ implies \σ[, | r | ^ 2k, then the
semigroup freely generated by 8 2fc + 16 generators with respect to
Moά(Σ\J{x(yz) = (%v)z}) is infinite.
REMARK. Mod(.Γ U {z(yz) = (xy)z}) is the class of all semigroups
in which each equation in Σ is universally true.

Proof. Let m = 8 2& + 16. According to Theorem 3.13 there is
an infinite set ^ of words on m letters which avoids T = {σ: there
is T with either σ = τeΣ or τ = σeΣ}.
Let A be the set of all
words on the m letter alphabet. For U, We A define
U~ W if and only if U = W or neither U nor W avoids every
word in T. ~is a congruence relation on the free semigroup with m
generators. A/— is infinite, has m generators, and each equation in
Σ is true in this quotient semigroup. So the theorem is established.
This proof is reminescent of an idea credited to R. P. Dilworth
in Morse-Hedlund [21] (see also § 6 of J. Rhodes [26]).
D.

Periodic words.
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DEFINITION 4.5. Let W = eQe1
eΛ_i be a word on the alphabet
{eQ9 , eΛ_J. TΓ has period p provided et = eό whenever \i — j \ = p.
W is periodic if TF has period p for some p with 0 < p < |W 1+2/1.

A periodic word is never square-free. An infinite periodic word
is not fcth power-free for any keω. Suppose W is a periodic word
of type ω with p the smallest positive period of W. Then any
subword of W of length a multiple of fcp is a &th power of some
word. This leads us to the next definition.
4.6. Let W be a periodic word of type ω with p
the smallest positive period of W and let k > 1. TΓ is almost fcth
k
power-free provided p| |Z7| whenever U is a subword of W.
DEFINITION

We remark that (abca)ω = abcaabcaabca is a word with minimal period 4 that fails to be almost square-free. Some interesting
facts concerning periodic words can be found in Ehrenfeucht and
Silberger [8]. Here we observe that every periodic word is an
initial segment of a periodic word of type ω that has exactly the
same minimal positive period. Note also that a final segment of a
periodic word of type ω is itself a periodic word with the same
minimal positive period.
NOTATION. \r\ denotes the largest integer no greater than r,
whenever r is a real number.
LEMMA 4.7. Let \W\ = n and g.c.d. (m, p) = d.
If
periods m and p and n ^ m + p, then W has period d.

W has

Proof. To avoid trivial and symmetric cases we assume p < m =
qp + r with 0 < r < p. Since g.c.d.(p, r) — d, it will suffice to show
that W has period r. Let W = eQex
en^ where e0, eί9
, en_^ are
letters. Pick i with 0<Li<i + r<n.
If pq <: i, then e, = β^pff = et-pq+m = e i+r . So suppose i < 2)g.
Let x = ^i/p] and note that # — a; > 0. If i — px + m < n, then
e* = et_px = eί_pίC+m = βi-p^-^-*,, = e i+r . So we are done unless n ^
i — px + m: Since m + p ^ ^ we obtain
m + p^i
Sop<*i~px

— px + m.

= i — p[ilp\ < p, a contradiction.

THEOREM 4.8. Lβί W be a word of type ω with minimal positive period p. W is almost square-free if and only if every subword of W with length p is square-free.
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Proof. We prove the harder implication. Suppose UU is a
sub word of W with \U\ = m as small as possible such that p\m.
UU has periods m and p. If m ^ p, thed 2m = |£7Z7| ^ m + p and
Lemma 4.7 then asserts that UU has period d = g.c.d. (m, p)<p, m.
In this event UU contains a square F F with \V\ — d < m and p | d ,
violating the minimality of |J7|. So m < p.
Now suppose p < 2m. Then there a words J7' and J7" such
that U = U'U", Iϋ'\ = p - m > 0, and | IT') = 2m - p > 0. Since p
is a period of W, we have U" is both an initial segment and a
final segment of U. Consequently U" U" is a sub word of UU. Since
2m — p < m we again contradict the minimality of 1171 (observe that
p|(2m — p) since m < p < 2m). So 2m ^ p. This means that some
sub word of W with length p must fail to be square-free. The
proof is finished.
THEOREM 4.9. Let k > 2 αm£ Ze£ TF be a word of type ω with
smallest positive period p. W is almost kth power-free if and only
if every subword of W of length [kp — 1/k — 1J is λrth power-free.

Proof. We are only concerned with the harder implication. So
pick U with \U\ = m as small as possible subject to p\m and Uk
is a subword of W. Uk has periods m and p. If km ^ m + p, then
by Lemma 4.7 Ϊ7fc has period d = g.c.d.(m, p). Since p | m we know
that p\d but that Vk is an initial segment of Uk for some word V
with |V| = cί. Since d<m, this violates the minimality of | U | .
Consequently (k — l)m < p. So m ^ p — 1/fc — 1. Finally m <Ξ
[p — 1/k — 1J and so km 5g [ftp — 1/fc — 1J and | Uk\ is bounded as
desired.
W = (((α6)fe~2α)fc"1α&)ω is a periodic word that is not
almost kth power-free but all subwords of it shorter than
k[p — 1/k — 1J are kth power-free, where p is the smallest positive
period of W and k > 2.
EXAMPLE.

COROLLARY 4.10. Lei h be a kth power-free homomorphism
from ά^u into ^M, where N and M are alphabets. If W is a word
on N of type ω with least positive period greater than 1 and if W
is almost kth power-free, then h{W) is almost kth power-free.

Proof. Let p be the least positive period of W and let V be
the word such that \V\ = p and W= Vω. Let p' = \h(V)\. Let
q be the least positive period of h(W). Clearly q\pf. Suppose h(W)
is not almost fcth power-free. Then there is a word U with U\ = m
and p ' | m and Z7fc a subword of h(W). According to Lemma 4.7 we
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may suppose that m\p'. So there are words X and Y such that
k
|X| + \Y\< p and U is a subword of hiXV^Ύ).
Hence XV*~Ύ
ω
is not fcth power-free. But since V is almost fcth power-free, this
is a contradiction and the corollary is established.
By means of this corollary and the results of section one it is
now simple to construct periodic almost fcth power-free words with
arbitrarily large poriods on small alphabets.
5* Problems* We gather here problems which have arisen
during our investigations and which we have not yet been able to
resolve.
1. Theorems 1.0 and 1.9 provide useful sufficient conditions for
a homomorphism to be hth. power-free. Characterize kth power-free
homomorphisms in a similar manner.
2. For every avoidable word W is there an endomorphism (of
a large enough alphabet) which is "TF-free"? [That is, is there an
endomorphism h such that h(U) avoids W whenever U avoids W?].
3. For an arbitrary avoidable word W determine the smallest
alphabet on which W is avoidable.
43. For an arbitrary ordinal a, determine the smallest cardinal
K such that a has a square-free (cube-free) partition & with
5. Is it effectively decidable whether an arbitrary word is
avoidable on an n letter alphabet? (Here n is regarded as fixed.)
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Note added in proof. Jean Bersted has recently characterized
square-free homomorphisms in a manne.r close to Theorem 1.0. This
settles part of Problem 1 above. See BersteΓs paper "Sur les mots
sans carre definis par un morphisme" in 6th ICALP, Mauer, ed.,
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 71, 1979, Springer-Verlag,
Berlin.
3. See footnote 2.
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